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Sik Sik Yuen – To Move Towards a “Green Organization” – Budget Reallocation 

 

Project Title 

 

Sik Sik Yuen (SSY) – To Move Towards a “Green 

Organization” 

 

Applicant Organization 

 

Sik Sik Yuen 

Project Summary 

 

The objective of this greening programme is to enable SSY to 

move towards a “Green Organization” through the 

implementation of a series of green initiatives in its Wong Tai 

Sin Temple, various education units, social services and 

medical units under a framework of six strategies (viz., 

reduction of carbon emission, energy efficiency, green 

construction and building management, green education, 

environmental reporting system and publicity, and governance 

structure).  Approval-in-principle for this greening 

programme was given by the ECF Committee on 9 June 2011. 

 

Project Duration 

 

36 months 

Approved Amount 

 

$21,292,000 

Proposed Budget 

Reallocation 

 

To take forth the project, SSY has engaged a Consultant, 

HKUST R&D Corporation Limited, through tendering 

procedures with ECF approved funding at $1.5 million.  

After thorough review in April and May 2012 in conjunction 

with the Consultant to ascertain the actual requirements for 

each green initiative under the programme, and establish a 

workable plan to take forward these initiatives, SSY finds that 

the scope and quantity of services required for some green 

initiatives set out in its original proposal have to be revised, as 

follows: 

 

(a).  Wong Tai Sin Temple 

 

 The original preliminary design provides for the 

installation of three incense smoke collection systems in 

the main altar to collect incense smoke.  The Consultant, 

after examination, found out that only 20% to 30% of the 

joss sticks were burnt on the altar, whereas most of the 

remaining incenses were removed for burning in the 

incense burner behind the altar.  To further enhance the 

air quality in Wong Tai Sin Temple, the system has to be 

extended to cover the incense burner as well, and a larger 

budget will be required.  SSY proposes to increase the 
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budget for the extended Incense Smoke & Odour 

Reduction System from $2,844,000 to $4,344,000. 

 

 SSY also proposes to introduce more green elements into 

the Goodwish Garden through implementation of several 

eco-trails with different themes, viz. Wildlife Garden 

inside City, Fresh Water Ecosystem and Fruit Yard / 

Herbal Medicine Garden.  The estimated budget for this 

project will increase from $359,000 to $674,000.  
 

(b).  Education Units 
 

 SSY proposes to reduce the budget from the original 

$10,790,000 to $6,562,000, as some schools have already 

installed energy efficiency and renewable energy 

equipment, whereas for some others the actual conditions 

of the premises are not suitable for installation of green 

facilities or for the types of works involved.   

 

(c).  Social Services and Medical Units 

 

 Having reviewed the actual needs of 16 social service 

centres and one social services complex, SSY proposes to 

increase the budget for installing energy efficiency and 

renewable energy items from $3,867,000 to $5,158,000.  

A larger budget is proposed since most of the centres were 

built over 10 to 20 years ago, such that the need for 

improvement of energy efficiency equipment is greater 

than originally expected. 

 

(d).  Publicity and Carbon Footprint Analysis 

 

 The Carbon Audit for Campaign – Apart from the two 

planned carbon footprint analysis to be conducted before 

and after the three-year programme, SSY proposes to 

conduct an annual review of the carbon footprint audit 

after the first year with the expected budget increasing 

from $750,000 to $950,000. 

 Joint-School Educational Activities – SSY proposes to 

reserve a budget of $320,000 for procuring a set of air 

quality analysis equipment and energy audit equipment 

for use of programmes to be organized by the Ho Koon 

Nature Education cum Astronomical Centre.  This 

equipment was not included in the original proposal. 

 The Community Education Workshop – An additional 

budget of $150,000 is proposed to be allocated for SSY’s 

social service and school sectors to organize social 
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education workshops to help spread the green idea to the 

districts. 

 The Marketing and Promotional Activities – An 

additional budget of $50,000 is proposed for promoting 

environmental educational activities in Wong Tai Sin 

District on aspects of air pollution and health problem, 

eco- trail and food waste recycling. 

  

Details of SSY's proposal are at Annex. 

 

Assessments / Remarks The revised budget allocation proposed by SSY, which has 

taken into account the updated requirements based on a 

detailed walkthrough with the Consultant and an actual 

baseline air quality analysis in the Wong Tai Sin Temple, is 

considered reasonable.  In the event the revised budget 

variation is approved, the total in-principle amount granted to 

SSY would still remain at the original cap of $21,292,000. 

   

Advice Sought Members are invited to advise whether the proposed revision 

of project scope and budget reallocation should be approved.  

 

 

 

 

Secretariat, Environment and Conservation Fund Committee 

July 2012 

 

  

 


